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When the shutdowns first started I struggled
to manage my anxiety. My circumstances were
changing very quickly, leaving me feeling
isolated and helpless, so I channeled my
emotions into making art. Painting digitally is
very soothing because I can play around more,
Marisa Benjamin is a painter, writer, and
knowing there’s an “undo” button. This piece
digital artist. She's been doing artsy things
was originally just meant to be an experiment
her whole life but only recently gained the
with brush features and patterns, but I ended
confidence to show it to people outside
up getting carried away and creating this simple
immediate family (woohoo!). By day, she is
the Research Communications Officer at the image with great personal meaning. Sitting
behind a window, starting out into a chaotic
Games Institute; by night, Marisa explores
complex ideas that take up critical issues in world, the silhouette conveys desperation to
society surrounding identity and feminisms. go outside and, at the same time, fear to leave
At the top of her bucket list, Marisa wants to the safety of one’s home. Though many aspects
of our world will never return to how they were
high five all the people who inspire her
before, I am optimistic that a lot of positive
(Lindy West, Roxane Gay, Julie Lalonde,
changes are coming and, soon enough, we will
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez...)
be able to go outside and reconnect.
Note: I send copies of my digital art to people in exchange for evidence of donations to Black
Lives Matter or Land Back Camps. Please find me at @Marisa.Paint on Instagram for details.
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Become a member of CRIAW!
The Canadian Research Institute for the Advancement of Women (CRIAW) is a charitable,
not-for-profit, member-driven organization. Since 1976, we have produced research,
publications, and events to advance women’s substantive equality in Canada. Using
intersectional feminist frameworks, CRIAW is inclusive and supports the rights of diverse
women in Canada.
CRIAW is easy to join.
Sign-up online and support feminist research in Canada!
https://www.criaw-icref.ca/en/become-a-member/index.php

Consider donating!
CRIAW depends on the support of its members and donors from across Canada.
Your donation supports CRIAW’s fact sheets and important ongoing research
work.

ABOUT

Follow us on
Instagram: @fword.efem

The Feminist Word (a.k.a. The F-Word) was created by and for young feminists in Canada. We aim
to elevate the collective voices of young feminists through a platform that allows us to creatively
express our thoughts and priorities regarding women’s equality in Canada. Our goal is to provide a
meaningful space in which women aged 15 to 29 from across Canada can contribute to the women’s
movement.
We welcome new submissions in English and French all year long, including articles, poetry, artwork,
photography, reviews (of literature, film, music), and stories. So send us your submission today and it
may be featured in an upcoming edition!
The Feminist Word was originally conceived by the following women: Sarah Baker, Stacy Corneau,
Rachelle DeSorcy, Caroline Flocari, Tess Kim, Susan Manning, Jessica McCuaig, Caitlin Menczel,
Caroline Paquette, Jacqueline Neapole, Elizabeth Seibel, Jessica Touhey, and Miriam Illman-White.
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Editor’s Note
It is with great pleasure and deep gratitude that I embark on this new journey as the Feminist
Word Coordinator for CRIAW-ICREF. I recently graduated from the Pauline Jewett Institute of
Women and Gender studies with a specialisation in African Studies at Carleton University. When
I read about CRIAW-ICREF online a couple of months ago, I had no doubt that it would be an
organisation I would feel at home with.
As a critical thinker, reader and writer, I always try to bring an intersectional lens to all aspects
of my work. My whole life I have been exposed to diversity, having lived on three different
continents. This has always aroused my curiosity about inclusivity in knowledge production and
how popular discursive frames influence social construction. I strongly believe that nobody is
voiceless. All this leads me to continuously fight for inclusivity and representation, especially for
women and marginalized communities. We all have stories as well as life experiences that are
valid and worthy of sharing.
I am therefore happy to introduce to you this new edition of the Feminist Word. As the previous
editions, this issue also shows and reflect on the richness of our diverse, multicultural collective
through these brilliant young women’s contributions. In this edition, you will be taken on a
journey with young women who share their experiences on navigating the current pandemic
through various perspectives as well as emotions. You will be exposed to photos and stories
about the social injustices towards Black people and whose death at the hands of police
brutality created a wave of protests in many parts of the world. In addition, contributors share
how the intensity of this pandemic has been an eye opener to realities within our current system.
You also hear about body image ideals and other gender related issues that only got amplified
during the pandemic.
I trust that you enjoy this issue of the Feminist Word. The work of art of these writers and
creative minds who are or will certainly be changemakers in their communities is a testimony to
a brighter future for all. They reiterate the fact that all young women’s voices are to be included
in all conversations, in all spheres of life and they deserve a seat at the table.

Olivia Atsin is an African storyteller and a wild woman. She is also a
dreamer, a creative writer and a dancer. She is an intense person who
carries a lot of fire inside her. That makes her extremely passionate
about what she cares about and her desire to be of service. The need
to expand, know more, dig deep and learn new things always give
her soul an injection of excitement.

Image by: Ahmet Sali on Unsplash
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The World’s Biggest Pandemic
Terayah Hawthorne
As the first pandemic that I can remember, I have felt nothing but fear
for my loved ones and heartache for those who have lost and continue
to lose their own.
Amongst these emotions that course through my body day in and day
out, an ancient pandemic shows itself.
I can hear the cries of “NO JUSTICE, NO PEACE” even on the most
silent of nights. We watched George Floyd be murdered on camera,
and I will never forget that desperate call he extends out to his mother
before his life is taken. In my blood is the blistering of rage, the rage of
a community unsettled and unable to rest.
Even in a pandemic, we the Black community must fight an even bigger pandemic— racism. You
can forget social distancing when our brothers, sisters, mothers and fathers are being senselessly
murdered by those who are sworn to protect and serve us. You can forget quarantine when the
justice system turns its back on us time and time again, further pushing the agenda of a system
riddled with implicit racism that has been prevalent for over 400 years.
More Black parents have begun to teach their Black children compliance in the event of interaction
with police and do this to potentially save their Black child’s life. We say, “Tell the police your every
move before making it, but until then, always keep your hands up.”
George Floyd was compliant, yet he was still killed. Breonna Taylor of Louisville, Kentucky was an
essential worker on the front lines of the coronavirus pandemic as an EMT—she was shot 8 times
in her sleep. Right here in Canada, 29-year-old Regis Korchinski-Paquet called 911 for help with a
domestic issue and was failed by the Toronto police force and their inability to appropriately handle
issues involving individuals battling mental illness … So what do we teach our children now?
You are not witnessing and watching a riot, you are witnessing and watching a rebellion. A rebellion
against overwhelming powers that for centuries, have fiercely oppressed our people through the
systems that govern us in order to further reinforce the white supremacist agenda.
With the continual denial of justice, our collective emotions of grief, trauma, and loss pour out onto
the streets in protest. We have fought peacefully for justice and nothing has changed. Our systems
continue to fail us and we’ve had enough.
All lives do not matter until Black lives are included. Justice for George Floyd. Justice for Breonna
Taylor. Justice for Regis Korchinski-Paquet. Black Lives Matter.
To be Black and a woman lies the potential to be a great revolutionary. My
life's goal is to speak power to unspoken narratives and to call attention to
the truths of those that are consistently marginalized and silenced. I always
aim to be as authentic and raw as possible while striving to fuel and inspire
action amongst blatant injustices. 							
							Terayah Hawthorne
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Torontonians rally in response to the death
of 29-year-old Regis Korchinski-Paquet
Devon Banfield

Devon Banfield is a multimedia journalist, photojournalist, and author
from Toronto, Ontario. She works as a photographer for Getty Images,
most recently capturing the Black Lives Matter movement and the
COVID-19 lockdown across the Greater Toronto Area.
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Does Racism stop during a global
pandemic?
Manahil Butt
I thought losing members of my family from
COVID-19 would be the most hurtful event for
me this year. Unfortunately, I was wrong. As
I woke up and checked social media for the
latest news updates, I saw yet another horrific
video of a White officer kneeling and killing
George Floyd. Watching yet another Black man
being killed at the hands of the police, a pit in
my stomach began to form.
Hours later, the same video was posted all over
social media and news outlets were rushing to
inform the public. It wasn’t until days later that
riots broke out in different cities because of the
anger the Black community felt. Justice needs
to be served.
As I started posting ‘Black Lives Matter’, ‘Speak
Up’ and other activist images on social media,
people began to join the conversation. As
many supported the movement, individuals
opposing the riots expressed their perspectives
as well. Comments stating, ‘Why are you
so mad? You’re not Black?’ began filling up
my inbox. As I sat there staring at my phone
screen in disbelief, I gave myself a moment to
keep calm before responding.
People think we live in a land of all things
equal. Unfortunately for Black people, it
has never been. Black people have been
oppressed for 400 plus years and continue to
fight for their equality.
As a Pakistani woman, I cannot comment on
the hardships and experiences a Black person
feels and it is not my place to talk about how
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they should respond. I know nothing about their
struggle. However, as a person of colour, I know
it is important to listen and speak up about the
injustice the Black community faces.
Looking back before the COVID-19 lockdown,
people were fighting over toilet paper and lack
of supplies. People protested thinking COVID-19
was a hoax. Looking at it now, this pandemic
doesn’t even seem relevant. Riots and protests
are happening all over the world demanding
justice against police brutality. Videos and names
of innocent lives lost at the hands of the police
are surfacing all over the web and people are
rightfully angry.
For the George Floyd case, it was the White
officer Derek Chauvin—tomorrow it may be
another. The police’s job is to serve and protect
citizens, but the continuous misuse of power is
becoming a common trait. Innocent lives are
being taken every day and no justice is served.
Enough is enough.
It is heartbreaking to see all this oppression taking
place during the time of a global pandemic when
all of us should be in unity.
If someone asked what my biggest challenge
during COVID-19 was I would say it wasn’t the
limited amount of supplies, it wasn’t the distance
from friends and family, it wasn’t the educational
loss, but it was the racism that continues to unfold
even during a global pandemic. It is 2020, Black
people should not be fighting for basic rights.
Regardless of your race, break your silence and
fight against this injustice.

My name is Manahil Butt and I am currently attending Wilfrid Laurier
University studying digital media and journalism with a human rights
minor. I have a passion for both these fields of study and wish to combine
them together to showcase content relevant to the digital era. Although
sometimes I may get lost in writing the right words, I try to be as vocal as
I can when conversing about social issues. I hope to gain a platform where
I can openly express my thoughts and opinions and help diminish any
common misconceptions people might have.

In Bloom
Laurie Thom

“In bloom”, is about growing from difficult times. At the beginning of August 2019, I witnessed
three of my best friends get struck by a car and spent several months in a very dark place from
being unable to escape the flashbacks of the event. Quarantine has given me time to breathe,
heal, and reflect on the past year without daily life stressors such as, university and work. This
portrait symbolizes the idea that in life, there will be times that you feel broken
and beaten down, but you can always grow from it and heal. I had chosen
not to paint a self-portrait, as I find the message I am attempting to convey
through my painting does not only apply to myself, but to many other people.
Laurie Thom, is a 3rd-year undergraduate student at the University of Ottawa,
in the Bachelor of Fine Arts program. Born and raised in Brampton, Ontario,
she has been interested in art from a very young age. The majority of her works
are done in acrylic paint, water colours, conte and film photography. Her works
are very personal and are used to express emotional topics within her life.
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Seven O’clock
Karen Liu

Six O’Clock
. I sit in my room. Blinds
closed, alcohol-stinking
sanitizer
On my hands. In the darkness
enclosed by four
walls. Isolation.
Separated by invisible
Barriers, crowns;
suffocated.
the outside feels
out of reach and sight like
a faraway dream even
if it has only
been a short while.
Seven O’Clock
The blinds open. Light
pours in. Streaks of an evening sun
illuminate
the apartment across the street, turning
white paint into golden rays. warming
the coldness of solitude. Pots and pans
banging and echoing in
the distance. Bells ring and the neighbours
on the sixth floor opposite, bring out
towels as capes; they are
supermen and superwomen and superpeople
as they cheerfully and brightly,
yell as loud as they can.
Eight O’clock
I am sitting by the window
again. Quietly
reading the news and
all the deaths
for that day.
One, two, ten thousand more.
My fingers bridge
a gap in the window and
I look out at the grey and white
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Image by: Malvestida Magazine on Unsplash

buildings in my
Neighbourhood.
That apartment, with the blinds drawn shut.
are they okay?
healthy? safe?
I don’t know many
of those who live close.
I know
even less about those
who live a few streets down or around the block.
I won’t pretend to be some sort of holy, magnanimous, neighbour.
In the dense city, constantly
bustling and hustling,
rushing to go places and do things:
I never learned their names.
Yet, now,
between the horizontal lines of
my half-closed
window
I wonder to myself,
No.
I know, I wish
the best
that those across for me
bridged by an uncrossable river of
stone-cold cement.
Six O’Clock.
Eight O’Clock.
We might live apart:
separate lives.
working from home. going to school from home.
happy , suffering , frustrated , confused.
But, at,
Seven O’Clock.
Together:
all is well.

Karen Liu is a student at the University of British Columbia. She is
passionate about intersectional feminism and about creating a system of
intergenerational support to better equip and engage young people in
advocating for gender equality. You can find her in her spare time either
binging Netflix shows or attending rallies and roundtable discussion on
topics she is passionate about.
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Schools of Thought at the epicenter (of the
epicenter) of COVID-19
Katherine Jinyi Li
It's Wednesday afternoon, which means I’m leading my middle school's weekly
journalism club. Since schools closed in March, the club has met by video chat. The
student journalists enjoy seeing each other virtually – a slight reminder of life before
quarantine.
Today, I'm showing my students a series of data released by the NYC Health Department
breaking down the impact of COVID-19 by neighborhood and ethnicity. Our entire
region of central Brooklyn is a wash of bright maroon, an ominous, flashy color which
signals the highest number of COVID-19 cases throughout the city. A graph showing the
fatal rates of COVID-19 by ethnicity reveals that Latino and Black New Yorkers are dying
at twice the rate of Whites and Asians.
One student throws a red ‘angry’ emoji into the chat. Another student says, "That's
messed up." Not one student is surprised.
I am an English teacher in one of the lowest performing districts in New York City, the
largest public school system in the country. At my school, 98% of our students qualify
for free or reduced lunch, 15% of students are learning English as a New Language,
and 1 in 5 students have a learning disability. Our student population is 66% Hispanic/
Latino, 24% Black/African American, 9% Asian, and 1% mixed race. Many are children
of immigrants or recent immigrants themselves. When schools across the country shut
down, our school stayed open to hand out hundreds of laptops to families who did not
have computers or internet at home.
Despite receiving offers to teach at higher-performing schools with greater resources, I
wouldn't choose to teach anywhere else. My son also attends schools here. This is our
home. And communities like ours are at the epicenter of the epicenter of COVID-19.
Many of our teachers and students know a family member who’s fallen ill to the virus.
Last month, a beloved principal, Dez-Ann Romain, in our neighboring school district
passed away due to COVID-19-related complications. Every day, we watch as bodies are
wheeled into trucks from the morgue outside our neighborhood hospitals.
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Image by: Yan Berthemy on Unsplash

I ask the students why they think neighborhoods of color like
ours have the highest number of cases. Their response is not
what I expected at all.
"It's because we don't trust the government," said Alfred, a
6th grader.
Immediately, his classmates respond in agreement." When we
hear something on the news, we just don't know what is true
or not," said Marliza, also in the 6th grade. "So people ignore
all of it and can end up getting sick."
My students continued to elaborate. Living in a global
pandemic, they've heard so much conflicting information
from social media and news outlets that they don't know what
to believe. They even heard on the news that the pandemic
could have been prevented if the president hadn't ignored
classified warnings that were issued as early as January and
February. Historically, and in my students' young lifetimes,
the government has continuously failed and deceived
communities of color when it comes to healthcare.
One student, who immigrated to Brooklyn from the
Dominican Republic, said Hispanic/Latino New Yorkers might
be more affected because they "just won't stay at home." In
fact, at least 75% of all of NYC's essential workers those with
jobs that don't allow them to stay at home are Black, Hispanic
or Asian. Brooklyn, our home borough, reps the largest share
of frontline workers, including 28% of healthcare workers,
31% of social service workers, and 30% of public transit
workers.
Meanwhile, our neighborhoods also have the highest rates
of pre-existing conditions that could make infection lethal.
Health complications like diabetes and asthma are caused
by overcrowded housing, less access to healthy foods,
under-resourced schools, higher pollution due to outdated
bus vehicles and proximity to public waste dumps. Many
live paycheck-to-paycheck and can't afford to stock up on
groceries; others have lost their jobs entirely and are surviving
off donations to food banks.
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At the end of our meeting, the students thought of stories they’d like to cover, like the impacts on
mental health, the misinformation circulating in the community and pre-existing inequalities being
worsened by the pandemic.
These student queries reveal thoughtfulness and curiosity. But when children can't trust the
government, you have to stop and ask the hard questions too. What foundation do communities
of color have to trust, or mistrust, the government in this pandemic? What schools, or curricula, are
speaking to this history of mistrust in order to seek out change? What educators are studying this
history before going into – or returning to – communities of color as guardians of knowledge?
As teachers, we're inundated with state test prep and student data. We're pressured to implement
top-down curricula that enforces a white supremacist status quo through outdated books and
assignments. But despite having to juggle these expectations, it's ultimately our responsibility as
teachers to train young people to recognize misinformation and inequality so they can develop
solutions our generation has been unable to offer. What more perfect a moment in history to equip
our students with the knowledge and skills needed to create solutions than now, when a global
pandemic has laid inequity and injustice bare. If we want to reclaim education as a mode of social
equity and teach citizens of the future, we must rebuild schools as spaces for critical thought.

I am a journalist and public school teacher in New York City. Driven by stories of
resistance, I’ve lived in Brazil, China, France, and Mexico. I speak five languages
fluently and am working on my sixth. I am a single mother, a survivor, an educator,
an artist, a daughter and a sister, a neighbor, a friend. What inspires me are my
family, the history of those who came before us, and of course, my students.
Katherine Jinyi Li
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Quarantine Changes
Gülce Yüksel

I’m Gülce Yüksel, a 26-year-old visual designer from Izmir Turkey. I
graduated from Graphic Arts and am now a Masters student writing
my thesis about scientific communication/illustration.
Recently, I started to make observations about the COVID-19
experience, as I was unable to connect with nature due to
quarantine. Although I normally prefer to express myself in more
traditional ways such as watercolor, I used digital drawings for this
illustration series, as this isolation experience is different from all our
’normals.’ I started saying "... is new" because both being at home
and the disease getting worse around the world has had negative
effects, while "new" is a very positive and promising word.

Image by: Maria Stewart on Unsplash
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Safe
Avery Oldford

I live in a house made entirely from glass. I can
see everyone and they can see in, and though it is
transparent, nothing can get to me. My little place
is impervious to rainfall and drought and deadly
disease. These things can’t touch me here, but
neither can anything else. Those that I love visit
me, they press their hands up against the pane
and I can feel the heat radiating from their palms
into mine. Though it is not the same and it is not
enough, I won’t be impervious to love. So for now,
we will live on these glass streets in our kaleidoscope neighbourhoods, the houses lined up like
ice cubes just waiting to melt. For now, we will
blow each other kisses through stain glass. We will
be safe.

Avery Oldford is a recent graduate of the English program at
Carleton University. She has loved writing since she was a little
girl and is always thinking up stories and poetry in her head. She
has written two poetry books, Placeholders and Pleasantries and
A Brand New Bravery. Her work has also been published by In/
Words Magazine and Press and Words(on)pages Press.
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Vivid
Channelle Litalien

My art, titled “Vivid”, is an acrylic painting on a wooden panel. It illustrates so well
my feelings during these difficult moments we are all going through due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, through the chaotic colors of great contrast and the sadness
evoked by the young girl in the painting. The virus has created chaos in my routine,
in my studies, in my job, as well as in my social activities. However, I am
grateful to have my family by my side.
My name is Channelle Litalien, I am 21 years old and I am currently
in my final year of my Bachelor of Visual Arts at the University
of Ottawa. I am a realistic Franco-Ontarian artist. I specialize in
painting and drawing. My work explores memories in order to
evoke the emotions of the spectators. My goal when I graduate
is to teach visual arts to young people so that they can express
themselves through these mediums. I would also like to have a
career as an artist.
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Just Too Loud in Here
Sloane Secord

It’s too loud in here

You’re gonna be okay

Right here, right in there

It’s gonna be okay

Too loud; see, look, hear;

You’re safe, welcome, loved,

Here. Noise.

By you, by you. All up to you.

The trees are speaking too loud
The trains are running too loud
Stop speaking so loud

I had a dream I was dancing in the rain
And it was completely silent.
Silence, finally.

Just stop

Come dance with me,

You are thinking too loud

Be loud; scream, cry, laugh,

I am hearing too loud,

Speak, run, hear

It’s just really loud.

It’s too much
It’s okay, it’s silent, it’s

Don’t you get it, it hurts,

Refuge

and it's hurting.
You’re just loud.

Sloane Secord is a young aspiring writer and artist. She currently studies
Organizational Communications and Religion at the University of Ottawa.
She was raised in the Waterloo region, where she was encouraged to
use writing, art and performance to express herself and advocate for
her political activism in anti-racism, LGBTQ rights and environmental
sustainability. She is the previous recipient of the 2018 Drayton
Festival award for her work in Theatre in the Waterloo Region and
the 2018 Waterloo Region District Writing award for Prose. Sloane
looks forward to developing her skills in writing and art in order to
meld it with her career in communications and marketing.
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Portrait of Mental Health
Bethany Dietz

I made this piece as I was struggling with being isolated during COVID-19. I live
alone, began working from home, and felt very isolated. I felt depressed
a lot of the time, but there were also moments of intense happiness
during the isolation. I made this piece to reflect how I felt all over the
place and confused. But also, that sometimes that confusion can be
beautiful.
Bethany Dietz is a young woman who lives in Ottawa and works
for the Federal Government. In her spare time she likes to take spin
classes, hang out with her cat, and create stained glass.

Image by: Mona Eendra on Unsplash
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Redefining Adulthood
Mikayla Koronkiewicz
Image by: Senjuti Kundu on Unsplash

Quarantine has allowed young
and privileged people like me to
experience something we haven’t
felt since entering adult life:
complete and utter boredom. This
boredom is particularly nostalgic.
The excess time reminds me of
my own childhood when the days
would pass without having to
organize every minute of my day in
the name of being an ‘adult.’
Adulthood is inescapable and
comes without warning. Most do
not consider when they ‘became’
an adult or how they effortlessly
joined a capitalist society. Most
people begin their first job before
they understand the defining
characteristics of capitalism. Young
people, and even some adults,
see capitalism not as an economic
theory, but rather as something that
simply ‘is.’
Adulthood does not promote
curiosity, rather, it encourages
young people to fall into what
capitalist society deems as
necessary to live a ‘good life.’
Quarantine has paused life for most young people, amid our transition into adulthood, and
has left us with a serious question— ‘Where were you going?’ The boredom of quarantine
has offered us an extremely valuable freedom at a pivotal moment in our lives.
This pause has let me return to the complete boredom and freedom of being a child while
also being much more aware of the world I live in. Speaking from my own experience, when
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I was a child, there was no pressure about who I should become or how I should spend
my time. With quarantine, I have been able to return to activities such as dancing,
choreographing and writing that brought me joy as a child, while also being able to
connect them to my own self-expression and identity. With quarantine, boredom has let
me reconnect with perhaps the most authentic version of myself—my childhood self.
I didn’t lack the time to express myself through art before quarantine, rather, society
was pressuring me to spend my time on more ‘useful’ activities. I feel guilty because
adulthood teaches me that working towards being an adult, and working towards joining
capitalism, is the epitome of my existence on Earth. Capitalism and adulthood are the
enemy of dreams and the destroyer of artists. It is about keeping your head down and
accepting the fall of your own creativity, because everyone else had to do it and it is just
a part of growing up. Losing your childhood self – your most authentic self – is just part
of becoming an adult.
We, as young people, must rewrite what ‘adulthood’ is. Although adulthood is
inevitable, we can redefine it. There is nothing more rewarding in this life than
understanding one’s own identity and committing to living an authentic life. While most
of us cannot live our lives only creating art, we must make time for it. We must search
for ourselves in deep and meaningful ways in order to transition into adulthood and
capitalism without losing a relationship that is arguably the most important in one’s life:
the relationship with oneself. The shame capitalism places on art as a pathway towards
self-identity must be something that we as young people choose to fight against as we
head out of quarantine and back into the path towards ‘adulthood.’

I was born and raised in Saskatchewan and am currently a Philosophy,
Politics and Economics major at the University of Regina. In my spare time,
I enjoy pondering the meaning of life, reading, and watering my plants.
Mikayla Koronkiewicz
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Catcalls: An unexpected Side
effect of COVID-19
Cate Newman

COVID-19 has forced me to confront
oppressive systems which previously went
unnoticed in my everyday life.

would come back a third time. Catcalling is
intentionally intimidating. During the day it’s
frustrating; at night, it’s terrifying.

I don’t own a car, and I’m not comfortable
taking the bus to work right now, so twice a
day I walk twenty-five minutes down a major
roadway to work. It’s familiar, since I bus the
same route to school during the academic
year. In the innumerable times I traversed
this road through the school year, not one
incident where I felt unsafe comes to mind.

Isolation has made for a drastic adjustment to
the increase in cat calling that comes with the
summer months. The stark contrast between
my isolation bubble at home and the honks and
hollers outside leaves me wondering one thing
- Why do men catcall? And, perhaps I should
pause here and intercept the inevitable, “But
not ALL men!” True, but as many who came
before me have said; not all men but enough.
Enough that for the entire walk to work my
nerves are on edge, vibrating, waiting for a car
to zoom up behind me and honk. Regardless
of preparation I jump every time, it’s impossible
not to.

Since I’ve started walking to work, barely
a day has gone by where I haven’t been
catcalled. It frustrates me to feel so
disrespected, especially when I’m leaving
my home and putting myself and my
roommates at higher risk of becoming sick.
One night as I walked home, a car that
had honked at me minutes earlier circled
back on the other side of the road and
honked at me again, three times in a row
before turning down a side street. Alone
on the sidewalk and with no other cars on
the stretch of road, I spent the rest of the
walk looking over my shoulder, afraid he

Image by: Kate Trifo on Unsplash
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Catcalling like this can only occur for one
reason - power. I doubt women have ever
responded positively to strangers hurling
lewd comments at them. So why catcall?
On reflection, I believe it all comes back to
power. When a car drives by, those driving
can completely objectify a woman with no
consequence.

Image by: Nathan Dumlao on Unsplash

Standing on the sidewalk, in the hot rush of
wind after an offending car speeds by, I often
feel exhausted; not enraged, and definitely
not flattered. Taking away my ability to
respond is defeating and silencing. It reminds
me of every time I have been left feeling
violated, greasy and as though I couldn’t
say anything. Here I notice multiple systems
at play: rape culture enables catcalling,
hegemonic or toxic masculinity breeds the
need for power, and socio-economic status
affected by factors such as race, age, and
gender all intersect to determine who has
to walk, who can afford to bus, and who can
drive.

Cate Newman is a third-year journalism
student at Carleton University. In an ideal
world she would write all of her articles by
the lake at her family cottage. Cate enjoys
writing a mix of human interest and activism
stories, and will never turn down a cup of
coffee.

Pre-pandemic, I was burnt out. The passion
and anger that fueled my feminism was
fading in the face of the real world. Now
that I’ve been confronted with the realities
of living life just slightly differently in my own
neighborhood – a difference of a bus pass or
$6.50 a day – I’m realizing how privileged I am
just being able to feel exhausted, or let things
slide when I can’t argue anymore. I feel ready
to fight again. For that I am grateful. Catcallers
beware.
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COVID-19 Has not Only Made Me Fear For My Health, But
For My Safety As A Woman
The COVID-19 pandemic has reaffirmed my
place in the world as a woman. I am to stay
out of the way, protect myself when others
won’t, and stay silent when I’m upset about
it.
When I first moved home from university
due to the pandemic, my friends jokingly
retweeted messages: “for once, as a
woman, I can walk
down the street at
night and I’m the
threat.” We laughed
at the absurdity of
it, but a part of our
sentiment was serious.
Initially with the six feet
physical distancing
rule, I genuinely hoped
that it would be a little
safer for me to go out
at night, since staying
six feet away meant
staying six feet away
from men who might
try to hurt me.
Months into the
pandemic in Ontario,
my hope for a safer
world as a woman
is gone. While my
concerns for public
health skyrocket as
I see others fail to
distance themselves
from each other, the
pandemic has also confirmed that as a
woman I’m rarely safe; even when getting
close to me could make someone mortally
ill, people seem to have no regard for
women’s space and safety.
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When I walk down the street, I’m always the one
to step off the sidewalk to make way for the man
walking towards me. I don’t mind moving for
those who clearly need the space, yet rarely do
men take the opportunity to go out of their way to
let me pass.
I feel an increased need to shout when someone
walks too close to me, standing as close to a
building as possible to
give him ample room to
pass.
This comes from years
of frustration at altering
my behaviour to
accommodate others.
Modifying my behaviour,
I’ve taken care not to
go out on my own at
night, and when I do,
I clutch my keys in my
fist, eyeing the next
house with its lights on
in case I need to run
to safety. I cover my
drink at parties, I won’t
take an Uber without
a male friend with
me. I’m mindful of my
clothing choices, and I
take care not to close
the door when I go for
office hours with male
professors. I know how
to call for help in five
different languages, even though I’m only fluent in
one.
I’ve had to take precautionary measures to
protect myself from others’ actions my whole life.
Too often men have put myself and my friends

Isabel Harder

in danger by breaking the law or ignoring
our ‘no’ when we ask them to stop doing
something.
Now, when the leaders of the world remind
us to protect ourselves and each other, I
expect that the men around me will listen,
too. Instead I’m left to jump onto a stranger’s
lawn when a man and his two children—
sons—bike past me and my mom on the
sidewalk without warning.
A friend of mine tried to console me by
saying that men have to move out of the way
too, that I shouldn’t waste my energy being
angry about other people’s inability to listen.
I know he was well-intentioned, but he never
had to do that before the pandemic.

It’s not just that men won’t physically
distance, it’s their disregard for women’s
space and safety. We need men as allies,
as people who will speak up when they
see another man say something sexist
or do something that puts a woman in
danger.
If men can’t take two steps to the right to
protect the both of us when we’re walking
down the street, how can we expect them
to stand up for women against those who
put us in danger?
I have remained silent and calm all my
life, and it is not too much to ask that
someone take the extra step—literally—
to keep me safe.

Disregard for a woman’s space translates into
disregard for her consent, for her safety, and
for her ability to make her own choices. My
friend has never had an older man “flirt” with
him at work, been harassed over an extended
period of time, or felt the anger that bubbles
up when the person who is supposed to
be your best friend says, “I wouldn’t call it
assault if I were you.”
This has been a part of my life for as long as
I can remember, but for many men, now is
the only time when they have to move out of
a woman’s way—and sometimes they don’t
even do that.

Isabel Harder is a student at Carleton University in Ottawa, Canada. She is currently in her
second year studying Journalism and Law, and is the Arts Editor for the Charlatan, Carleton’s
student-run newspaper. Her other interests include photography, beadwork, and public
radio.
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Pandemic Pressure:
Why Your Fitness Goals Won’t Define You
Kendra Dyer
This pandemic has brought with it an unrealistic
‘productivity wave’, only adding undue pressure
to our lives during these uncertain times. Popular
media is encouraging us to turn towards intense
self-improvement practices. Health and fitness media
already target women’s bodies and lifestyles but with
gyms closing and home workouts becoming the new
norm, we feel like we have no excuse to ignore our
insecurities now.
Online pressure to achieve an ideal body type during
self-isolation is a newly bred form of shaming women
for not actively trying to change their appearance.
Like many women, I briefly succumbed to a pattern
of over-exercise. I watched ‘Two-Week Body
Transformation’ and ‘What I Eat in a Day’ videos on
YouTube and TikTok, I followed fitness influencers
and models on Instagram, I tried to work out every
day for a month. At the time, I praised myself for
taking these actions, but in hindsight, I was doing it
out of fear. Fear that I would lose the progress I made
before lockdown. Fear that I would become a lazy
and unmotivated person. Fear that I would gain the,
now infamous, ‘quarantine fifteen.’
Social media has essentially become oversaturated
with COVID-19 fitness content. Online trainers
are making promises of quick, easy fixes for our
bodies. Everyone seems to want to come out of the
pandemic with a new, fit physique. It makes sense,
considering how much this period of isolation has
taken away from our daily lives, that we want to
convince ourselves we could gain something from it.
We are all a more susceptible audience at this time.

This is a dangerous new norm. As women, we have
been conditioned our whole lives to never be satisfied
with our appearance, and now we are told it should
be our top priority during a global pandemic. When
the home becomes the gym, it becomes increasingly
difficult to escape this pressure. Fitness program
advertising emphasizes that if you aren’t trying to
get in shape during this extra time, you’re wasting it.
Marketers’ selling tactics are designed to make you feel
guilty and insecure in your skin.
Exercise, itself, can be wonderful. An at home workout
can help you feel productive, stay healthy, and improve
your mental health. Perhaps the message of improving
your health during this lockdown period is positive,
but its delivery is undeniably flawed. These times
are stressful enough without the additional strain of
attempting a full-body transformation. So unfollow
accounts that make you feel bad about your body
or diet. Exercise with the intention to improve your
happiness and wellbeing – not because you are told
your body isn’t good enough.
There is nothing wrong with using this time to get in
shape. I’ve found the best balance for me is working
out three to four times a week, so exercising doesn’t
start to feel like a burden. But it’s different for everyone.
If the culture of COVID-19 productivity is making you
feel guilty and ashamed, remember that you don’t owe
‘being fit’ to anyone. If you are staying safe and doing
what makes you feel your best at this time, you are
doing everything you need to.

Kendra Dyer is a third-year journalism and communications
student in Ottawa. She is passionate about studying the
media through a critical lens, and values fair and accurate
reporting. Kendra aims to ensure that the voices of those in
underrepresented communities are heard in the news and other
mediums of public consumption. In her spare time she enjoys
dance, reading, and art.
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How Social Distancing Feels When
You See Someone You Want to Hug
Madeleine Merritt

		
I am a second-year student at the University of Ottawa studying visual arts.
I concentrate my art practice in painting and photography. I like to use
these mediums as self-expression and to bring awareness to social issues.
I am ultimately interested in displaying personal emotions and letting
viewers experience this and reminisce on their own feelings.
							Madeleine Merritt

Image by: Adrien Ledoux on Unsplash
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identity in the time of facelessness
Madeleine Chan
how can I connect with people like me

and when I stop to look

when everything is so far away

I can once again see Myself

how can I change

through the cracks in the façade

when I see the same four walls everyday

responsibility

how can I grow

hate

when I’m confined by my childhood ceiling

normativity

how do I test confidence in new clothes

expectation

feel the gender on my skin

and greed

slip on a smile to test my feelings

have built around me

when no one is around to grin

and I realize that in this age of distance
I feel closer than ever to Myself

how do I find myself
when all I knew before is lost

but I try, and I do

I find a piece of Myself in each word that I write
and in the flow of a rhythm I can’t shake from my head
I see a piece in the stroke of my paintbrush
and one in the digital faces of my friends
I find one in the sky at sunset that seems to swirl like
paint water
and in the way I can’t stop thinking about the ocean
I feel them in the impact of my sticks on the snare
and one in the sensation of being close to him
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Madeleine Chan is a fourth-year
Communication and Gender, Sexuality, and
Women’s Studies student at Simon Fraser
University. They enjoy writing, music, art, and
tearing down the institutions that try to tear
marginalized people down. identity in a time
of facelessness is a poem that explores the
idea of using the almost “pause” on life the
global pandemic has provided us to try and
get back to who you were before inevitable
aspects of adulthood like responsibility,
normativity, and expectation
began to tear you down
and build you back up
in its placid image,
and the identity
crisis that follows
it.

Corresponding Parallels of Prayers
Aishah Vakily

My piece draws on themes of familiarity and spirituality. It is part of a series exploring
the Muslim holy month, “Ramadan 2020”. This year’s Ramadan has been quite different
because of COVID-19, a change in pace from the usually very social experience, where
group worship plays a large part. My painting is an acrylic on canvas composite of two
scenes: both the new reality of worshipping at home overlaid with the mosque setting.
It demonstrates that no matter the circumstances, I will stand and practice the sacred
religious tradition. Often referencing my biracial ethnicity and how it ties
in with my faith-based background, in general my artwork touches on
recurring themes of identity, growth and sense of self. Because of this
complicated cultural upbringing, when I create, my work does not
speak for a collective. It is, as I am, my own representation.

Aishah Vakily resides in Cornwall, Ontario. She is a multidisciplinary artist, with an artistic practice focusing on traditional
painting and mixed media. Her work has been shown in multiple
exhibitions across Ontario. Aishah is currently continuing into her third
year at the Fine Arts program offered at the University of Ottawa.
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Excerpts

We received such a great number of
contributions that we are unable to print
them all in their entirety. Nonetheless, we
are including, in the following section,
the excerpts of these contributions.
They describe young women's thoughts,
feelings and observations surrounding
the COVID-19 pandemic as well as
experiences of injustices.
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The racism I have faced is why I am so highly motivated and passionate about
helping other women like me, making my main goal to empower them. (…)
If we can empower women and immigrants and help those that have been
pushed down to truly rise, this world would be an amazing place. The current
COVID-19 pandemic has interrupted and changed our lives in many unexpected
ways. People who were already affected by social inequities and facing different
struggles in their daily lives will see their struggles intensified by this crisis. As
an immigrant woman I will face a double struggle — this situation will create
new challenges that I haven’t faced before. This is why I believe it’s crucial for
policymakers to make available programs for people who are in our situation,
taking us into consideration when they will be implementing responses to this
crisis.
Racha Zahira Ammati is an International Gender Equality consultant. She is
currently preparing her PhD in Political Sciences, Public Administration and
International Relations, developing her thesis on Women’s involvement in
Climate Change Resilience: Case Study of Canadian Peruvian Cooperation.
Her professional goal relates to improving gender equality by fighting the
main barriers that obstruct the empowerment of women and girls across
social boundaries in order to contribute to establishing actionable change,
especially across developing countries.

Thus, the confinement was an opportunity for me to discover and explore
my new hobbies and orientations. I also had the opportunity to think of
others, to share and be aware of their suffering and even to help them when
they needed support, especially moral support. It would be ideal to see the
whole world being grateful for the interactions and social relationships that
have proven to be essential and part of our daily lives. Similarly, during this
confinement, it is necessary to present ourselves with a second chance, to
take advantage of every moment and to take a break whenever needed
in order to better organize our ideas. Finally, the most important thing
is to take care of our mental health, for one day this situation will just be
one of our lived experiences but etched in our memories.

My name is Rhita Belrhiti, I am 19 years old and I am a Communications
student at the University of Ottawa. I am Moroccan and this is my first year
in Canada as an immigrant woman. I am fascinated by anything related to
literature, such as reading, writing and art in general. I would like to one day
succeed in publishing my own novel.

Image by: Aaron Burden on Unsplash
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… Resting in our comfort zones is what led to (at least in part) the horrific realities of
many long-term care homes. It contributed to perpetuating racial inequities in health
care systems and to unpaid caregiving disproportionally falling on the shoulders of
women and girls. The list is unfortunately long.
Needless to say, the past few months have laid bare before our eyes a slew of cracks
in the various systems and processes that society relies on, which has imparted a
feeling of unsettlement to a great many people. There is a risk, however, that another
tragedy lies ahead: Will we let unsettlement be the only feeling we part with? Let
us hope not. The past few months should serve as a renewed commitment to social
justice, to adequate public services and to a different, better way forward.

Alana Couvrette is a Research Analyst at the Treasury Board of
Canada Secretariat. She works in Strategic Policy on files relating
to public sector innovation, most notably policy experimentation.
Passionate about women's empowerment, Alana is grateful to
be able to serve her community through acting as a Director for
Women's Initiatives For Safer Environments (WISE). She holds a
master's degree in Public Policy and Administration from the London
School of Economics.
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Before quarantine, my typical routine consisted of waking up before
the sun rose and flopping back between work, school and sports until
dark. The hustle and bustle of driving and sprinting to lectures came to
a complete halt, and though I was consciously aware of the necessity
to stay at home, my body was ultimately confused. Now, it has become
normal and I have a new routine of working remotely, doing online
school, exercising and reading. I have more time to focus on my wellbeing and complete tasks that have been on my to-do list for far too
long.
It is insane how within the timespan of nearly a month, I was able to adapt
and alter my life drastically. Most of us did because we had no other choice. Everything
was suddenly in imminent peril and though everything was up in the air, I finally feel
grounded now. I cannot help but long for life as it was while simultaneously fearing its
return. It is a weird feeling. Life before quarantine feels so distant and I question whether
the world will ever be the same, but I do not think I want it to be exactly the same.

Christianna Alexiou is a third-year Journalism student at Carleton University with a double minor
in Spanish and Law. She enjoys writing about neuroscience, social and environmental issues, and
communities that are typically underrepresented. When she is not busy with school, she spends
her time singing and playing jazz and folk music, coaching her ringette team and searching for
a new story idea. What Christianna loves most about her work is having the opportunity to learn
about the cultures and experiences of others.

There is no doubt that COVID-19 not only has affected my
physical life in terms of how I spend my time especially during
the summer, but it has also affected my mental health in a deep
way. For the first time in a long time I have the opportunity to
sit with myself and with absolutely no distraction. I can usually
manage and control my emotions and thoughts during the
school year, simply because there isn’t time for me to feel bad or
unmotivated. But now the circumstances are different. (…)
Recently I have been feeling more confident about myself and
who I am as I sit with myself and my thoughts. I like to think of
quarantine as the universe’s way of forcing us to get to know
ourselves and look behind the veils, walls and lies we made ourselves
believe throughout the years to protect ourselves or because we were
scared. (…)
Tala Muhtadi is a Journalism and Women's and Gender Studies student
who continues to share her unique take on her world through words,
photographs and videos. Tala is a fighter for equality and peace. She is a
humanitarian and she is very much a people person.
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Flicks

Hits

1. Taken: The Series

Director Lisa Meeches

2. There’s Something
in the Water

1. Freedom
Beyonce

Directors Ellen Page and
Ian Daniel

2. Rise Up

3. Eight Grade

Andra Day

Director Bo Burnham

3. Seventeen

4. Little Women

Alessia Cara

Director Greta Gerwig

4. You Don’t Own Me

5. Run for Office

Lesley Gore

CPAC

Reads
1. They Said This Would be Fun
by Eternity Martis

2. A Mind Spread Out on the Ground
by Alicia Elliott

3. Care in the time of Coronavirus

by Asian American Feminist Collective (Zine)

4. Warrior Life: Indigenous Resistance
and Resurgence
by Pamela Palmater

5. Take Back the Fight: Organizing
Feminism for the Digital Age
by Nora Loreto

Fem Hits, Flicks & Reads
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CRIAW celebrated its
44th birthday!
Since 1976, CRIAW has been researching and documenting the economic and
social situation of women in Canada. This year we celebrate our 44th anniversary
and in order to continue on in our mission, we need YOUR help!
Support CRIAW, support feminist research! CRIAW relies heavily on membership
and donations to continue doing our work.
Help us stay strong for another 44 years!
For more information visit our website or email us at info@criaw-icref.ca

New Publications
Fact Sheet Series - Action on
Barriers
Women’s Rights, Economy, and
Power
Check out www.criaw-icref.ca/
en/catalog for more!
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